
ESSnet Big Data WP2: Webscraping Enterprise Characteristics 
Methodological note 

The ESSnet BD WP2 performs joint web scraping experiments following in multiple countries, using as much as 

possible the same methodological concepts. The aim is to derive experimental statistics on enterprises from 

information found on the web, especially the websites of enterprises. It should be noted that these statistics 

have not reached maturity in terms of harmonisation, coverage or methodology. At this point they are to be 

treated as the output of research experiments and they do not necessarily align with the official statistics 

published on this subject. 
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Data sources 
 

- The Italian Business Register (ASIA)  

- Responses from 2017 Italian ICT survey (responses from about 21,000 enterprises) to the question: 

“Online ordering or reservation or booking, e.g. shopping cart (Yes/No)” 

- Websites from enterprises (2017) 

 

Population 
The 184,000 enterprises as defined by the ICT survey (>10 persons, limited NACE) 

Methodology 
 
The overall procedure is based on the following steps: 
1. get the websites address (Uniform Resource Locator) potentially for all enterprises included in 

the population of reference (URL retrieval); 
2. access websites with available URL and scrape their content (web scraping); 
3. process the content of the scraped websites in order to identify the best predictors for the target 

variables (text mining); 
4. fit models (machine learning) in the subset of enterprises where both Internet data and survey 

data were available (considering survey data as the true values) and predict the values of target 
variables for all the enterprises for which the retrieval and scraping of their websites was 
successful; 

5. apply the best predictor to all units for which steps 1 and 2 were successful; 
6. produce estimates applying different estimators (full based model approach and combined 

approach); 
7. compare to current ICT survey design based estimates. 

Results 
 
Results of steps from 1 to 3 are reported in the following figure: 
 



 

In step 4 a number of different machine learning models have been applied: logistic model, neural 

networks, classification trees, naïve bayes, support vector machine, bagging, boosting, random 

forest. In order to handle non response in training set, it has been expanded by using calibrated 

weights obtained by using known totals in U1 population.  The best resulted to be random forest, 

with the following performance 

 



 It is important to remark that in 2016 round of the ICT survey for each case in which a conflict 

between reported value from the survey and predicted value from random forest was observed, a 

manual inspection of the corresponding website was carried out in order to decide the correct value. 

In about 50% of cases the right value was the predicted one. Once eliminated response errors in 

training set the performance of the random forest predictor resulted to be: 

 

that is, much more than when not considering response errors.  

In step 6 the following estimators have been applied: 

 



As for step 7, estimates have been produced for different domains. In the following plot we report a 

comparison of estimates of web-ordering rate for enterprises cross-classified by macro-sector of 

economic activity (1-4) and class of employees (1-4): 

 

The dashed lines define the area delimitated by the lower and upper limits of the confidence 

intervals calculated in correspondence of each design based estimate.  

Conclusions 
 

The  analysis of the estimates related to web-ordering, obtained with the two alternative estimators, 

compared to the estimates produced by the official survey, allows some preliminary conclusions. 

The three different sets are not incoherent. For instance, considering web-ordering the estimates for 

the total are well inside the confidence interval of the survey estimate, and this is the same for many 

values in the different domains. 

Looking at coherence as one important dimension of quality, both  combined estimates and full 

model based estimates can be considered as equally acceptable 

However, they cannot be considered as equivalent, as each has some specificities that is important to 

remark. 



The main flaws of the model based estimator are in the presence of prediction errors and in the 

undercoverage of the population of enterprises owning websites, part of which has not been reached 

by web scraping. As for the first, taking into consideration the presence of response errors in the test 

set, once eliminating them by manual inspection, the accuracy of the model predictions increases to 

more than acceptable levels (around 90% for web ordering), in any case comparable with the 

accuracy of survey data. As for the second, pseudo-calibration allow to limit the bias, especially when 

the difference in the values of the parameters in the two sub-populations is not high, as it is the case. 

As for the combined estimator, its second component (aiming at compensate for prediction errors) is 

based on an assumption of perfect correctness of reported values, and considers predicted values as 

errors when they do not coincide with the reported ones. But controls have been carried out when 

fitting models, and in half of the cases in which predicted values were contradictory with reported 

ones, this was not due to model fault, but to response errors. So, this assumption does not always 

hold.  

 

 


